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Abstract. In recent work [12,10], we have introduced a technique for
automatic verification of threshold-guarded distributed algorithms that
have the following features: (1) up to t of processes may crash or behave
Byzantine; (2) the correct processes count messages and progress when
they receive sufficiently many messages, e.g., at least t+ 1; (3) the num-
ber n of processes in the system is a parameter, as well as t; (4) and the
parameters are restricted by a resilience condition, e.g., n > 3t.

In this paper, we present Byzantine Model Checker that implements
the above-mentioned technique. It takes two kinds of inputs, namely,
(i) threshold automata (the framework of our verification techniques)
or (ii) Parametric Promela (which is similar to the way in which the
distributed algorithms were described in the literature).

We introduce a parallel extension of the tool, which exploits the paral-
lelism enabled by our technique on an MPI cluster. We compare per-
formance of the original technique and of the extensions by verifying
10 benchmarks that model fault-tolerant distributed algorithms from
the literature. For each benchmark algorithm we check two encodings: a
manual encoding in threshold automata vs. a Promela encoding.

1 Introduction

In recent work [11,12,10] we applied bounded model checking to verify reachabil-
ity properties of threshold-based fault-tolerant distributed algorithms (FTDA),
which are parameterized in the number of processes n and the fraction of faults t.
FTDAs typically work only under arithmetic resilience conditions such as n > 3t.
Our methods allow us to do parameterized verification of sophisticated FTDAs
[18,20,6,21,3,5] that have not been automatically verified before. Our bounded
model checking technique produces a number of queries to a Satisfiability Modulo
Theories solver (SMT). These queries correspond to different execution patterns.

? Supported by: the Vienna Science and Technology Fund (WWTF) grant
APALACHE (ICT15-103); and the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) through the
National Research Network RiSE (S11403 and S11405), and project PRAVDA
(P27722). The computational results presented have been achieved [in part] using
the Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC).



1 // n processes follow the code:
2 input ui ∈ {0, 1};
3 send ui to all;
4 wait until some value vi ∈ {0, 1}
5 is received dn+1

2
e times;

6 decide on vj ;

Fig. 1. Näıve Voting algorithm
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Fig. 2. A threshold automaton for Näıve Voting

In [12], we conjectured that, by design, this technique allows many SMT
queries to be checked in parallel. In this paper, we present a parallel extension
of ByMC that executes SMT queries in a computer cluster.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We present the tool ByMC 2.4.1 that implements sequential and parallel ver-

ification [12,10]. The parallel verification is implemented with MPI (Message
Passing Interface).

2. We introduce the details of the parallel extension of the technique and per-
form experimental evaluation, both for the sequential and parallel versions
of the tool.

3. We report the experimental results both for the abstractions that are au-
tomatically constructed from Promela code (as in [12,10]) and for manual
abstractions in terms of threshold automata, which we use as a direct input
for the first time. Our experiments show that explicit modeling of fault-
tolerant distributed algorithms with threshold automata leads to a dramatic
speed up in most cases.

2 Distributed algorithm example: Näıve Voting

In order to describe what kind of distributed algorithms our tool ByMC is de-
signed for, we start with a simple threshold-guarded algorithm. In this section,
we take the point of view of an algorithm designer and apply the arguments
that can be found in the distributed algorithms literature [1,16]. Consider a dis-
tributed system of n processes, whose goal is to unanimously decide on a binary
value v ∈ {0, 1}. We would like to design a distributed algorithm that satisfies
the following three properties3:
– Agreement. No two correct processes decide on different values (0 and 1).
– Validity. If a correct process decides on a value v ∈ {0, 1}, then there is a

process i, whose initial value ui equals v.
– Termination. All correct processes eventually decide.

Figure 1 shows a näıve attempt to solve this problem by majority voting.
As usual in the distributed algorithms literature, we give a solution in pseudo-
code, which is supposed to work as follows. Each process starts with a binary

3 Agreement, validity, and termination are typical properties of consensus [1,16].
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value ui ∈ {0, 1} and sends ui to all processes, including itself. When a process
receives a value v ∈ {0, 1} from a majority of processes, it decides on v.

Does Näıve Voting satisfy agreement, validity, and termination? Unfortu-
nately, the pseudo-code does not provide us with sufficient detail to answer the
question: Assumptions about the process scheduler, message-delivery, possible
faults, etc. are missing. For instance, if messages can be lost, a process may never
receive sufficiently many messages to get over the guard in line 4. Thus we have
to specify systems assumptions. Let us consider an asynchronous model [1,16]
with crashes and Byzantine faults [19]:

– Asynchronous computations. Every correct process is scheduled infinitely
often, and there are no assumptions on the relative processor speeds. The
process steps are interleaved.

– Reliable communication. The processes communicate via message passing.
Every message sent by a correct process is eventually delivered, although
there are no timing or ordering assumptions about message delivery.

– Faults. A fraction f of processes may fail. For instance, they can crash or
behave Byzantine — the faulty processes do not follow the algorithm. There
is an upper bound t ≥ f on the number of faults. We assume n > 3t for the
Byzantine faults, and n > 2t for the crash faults.

Manual proofs. Below, we manually reason about the algorithm’s correctness.
Such proofs are common in the distributed algorithms literature, cf. [22,21,24].

Validity We consider the Byzantine case here, which is more complicated. In
order to decide on a value v in line 6, a correct process has to receive dn+1

2 e
messages carrying v. By the assumption on the number of faults (n > 3t
and t ≥ f), we have f < dn+1

2 e, and if a process decides on v in 6, there
is at least one correct process that has sent the value v in line 3. Thus, the
algorithm satisfies “Validity”.

Agreement Whether the algorithm satisfies “Agreement” depends on the con-
sidered fault model:
– No faults or crash faults. By line 4, a process has to receive the same

value from dn+1
2 e distinct processes. Since 2·dn+1

2 e > n, and each process
sends only one value (line 3), no two processes i, j : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n can
reach line 6 with different values vi 6= vj . Thus, the processes cannot
decide differently, and agreement is satisfied.

– Byzantine faults. When f > 0, the Byzantine processes can send value 0
to a process i and value 1 to a process j : j 6= i. If the initial states
of the correct processes are split into two equal sets, that is, n − f =
2 · |{k ∈ {1 . . . n} : k is correct and uk = 0}|, then the processes i and j
reach line 6 with the values vi = 0 and vj = 1. As a result, agreement
can be violated, and a verification tool must produce a counterexample.

Termination Assume that there are no faults (f = 0) and the initial states are
equally partitioned, that is, n = 2 · |{k ∈ {1 . . . n} : k is correct and uk = 0}|.
No process can pass beyond line 4, as none of the initial value sets form a
majority. Therefore, Näıve Voting violates liveness, namely, “Termination”.
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This subtle bug renders the algorithm useless! A tool should thus not only
check invariants, but also find counterexamples to liveness specifications.

The manual proofs are tricky, as they combine several kinds of reasoning:
temporal reasoning, local reasoning about process code, global reasoning about
the number of messages, correct and faulty processes, etc. Our tool ByMC auto-
matically proves temporal properties (or finds counterexamples) of distributed
algorithms that (i) communicate by sending to all, and (ii) contain actions that
are guarded by comparison of the number of received messages against a linear
combination of parameter values (e.g., for a majority).

3 Inputs: Parametric Promela & Threshold Automata

The algorithm in Figure 1 looks quite simple. However, as one can see from
the assumptions on, e.g., faults and communication in Section 2, many details
(that are often deemed “non-essential” by algorithm designers) are missing in
the pseudo code. Our tool addresses this challenge by supporting two formal
languages that are tailored for modeling of threshold-guarded distributed al-
gorithms and the system assumptions: parametric Promela [9,8] and threshold
automata [11]. Parametric Promela offers modeling that closely mimicks the
behavior of the pseudo code statements, whereas threshold automata are an ab-
straction that allows for efficient model checking techniques [12,10]. When given
code in parametric Promela, ByMC internally applies data abstraction to con-
struct a threshold automaton, as explained in [13]. However, the automatically
computed threshold automata are usually much larger than those constructed
manually by a distributed algorithms expert. For this reason, the user can di-
rectly give a threshold automaton as the input to the tool.

3.1 Parametric Promela

Promela is the input language of the Spin model checker [7]. As it is designed to
specify concurrent systems, several features are suitable for capturing distributed
algorithms. However, Spin is a finite state model checker, and so Promela only
allows us to specify finite state systems. We have thus extended Promela in order
to have a parametric number of processes and faults, etc. In the following we
will discuss some of our extensions.

Figure 3 shows a model of the Näıve Voting algorithm from Figure 1. This
example contains all the essential features of parametric Promela. In line 2,
we declare parameters: the number of processes n, the number of Byzantine
processes f , and the minimal size of a majority set, that is, dn+1

2 e. In line 3,
we declare two shared integer variables nsnt0 and nsnt1 that store the number
of zeroes and ones sent by the correct processes. The expressions assume(...) in
lines 4–5 restrict the choice of parameter values.

The behavior of the n − f correct processes is modeled in lines 6–32. To
describe a process state, we introduce the following local variables:
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1 #define V0 0 // likewise, V1 is 1, SE is 2, D0 is 3, D1 is 4
2 symbolic int n /∗ nr. of correct ∗/, f /∗ nr. of faulty ∗/, majority; // majority size
3 int nsnt0, nsnt1; // counters for 0s and 1s sent by the correct processes
4 assume(n > 1 && n > 3 ∗ f); // the resilience condition restricts faults
5 assume(n + 2 == 2 ∗ majority || n + 1 == 2 ∗ majority); // majority = dn+1

2
e

6 active[n − f] proctype Proc() { // run n − f correct processes
7 // control state: initialized with 0 (V0), initialized with 1 (V1),
8 // sent the value (SE), decided on 0 (D0), decided on 1 (D1)
9 byte pc = V0, next pc = V0;

10 // counters for received 0s and 1s
11 int nrcvd0 = 0, nrcvd1 = 0, next nrcvd0 = 0, next nrcvd1 = 0;
12 if :: pc = V0; // non−deterministically initialize with 0 or 1
13 :: pc = V1; fi;
14 do :: atomic { // a single indivisible step
15 havoc(next nrcvd0); havoc(next nrcvd1); // forget variable values
16 // update message counters (up to f messages from the Byzantine processes)
17 assume(nrcvd0 <= next nrcvd0 && next nrcvd0 <= nsnt0 + f);
18 assume(nrcvd1 <= next nrcvd1 && next nrcvd1 <= nsnt1 + f);
19 // compute the new state and send messages, if needed
20 if :: pc == V0 −> next pc = SE; nsnt0++; // send 0
21 :: pc == V1 −> next pc = SE; nsnt1++; // send 1
22 :: pc == SE && next nrcvd0 >= majority −> next pc = D0; // decide on 0
23 :: pc == SE && next nrcvd1 >= majority −> next pc = D1; // decide on 1
24 :: pc == SE && next nrcvd0 < majority && next nrcvd1 < majority
25 −> next pc = SE; // wait for more messages
26 :: pc == D0 || pc == D1 −> next pc = pc; // self−loop
27 fi;
28 // update local variables
29 pc = next pc; nrcvd0 = next nrcvd0; nrcvd1 = next nrcvd1;
30 next pc = 0; next nrcvd0 = 0; next nrcvd1 = 0;
31 } od; // next step
32 }
33 // atomic propositions
34 atomic ex D0 = some(Proc:pc == D0); atomic ex D1 = some(Proc:pc == D1);
35 atomic all decide = all(Proc:pc == D0 || Proc:pc == D1);
36 atomic ex V0 = some(Proc:pc == V0); atomic ex V1 = some(Proc:pc == V1);
37 atomic in transit0 = some(Proc:nrcvd0 < nsnt0);
38 atomic in transit1 = some(Proc:nrcvd1 < nsnt1);
39 // LTL formulae
40 ltl agreement { [](!ex D0 || !ex D1) }
41 ltl termination { (<>[](!in transit0 && !in transit1)) −> <>all decide }
42 ltl validity0 { <>(ex D0) −> ex V0 }
43 ltl validity1 { <>(ex D1) −> ex V1 }

Fig. 3. Modeling Näıve Voting in Parametric Promela
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– pc to store the algorithm’s control state, that is, whether a process is ini-
tialized with values 0 and 1 (i.e., pc=V0 and pc=V1 resp.), sent a message
(pc=SE), decided on values 0 and 1 (i.e., pc=D0 and pc=D1 resp.)

– nrcvd0 and nrcvd1 to store the number of zeroes and ones received from the
correct and Byzantine processes; and

– next-state variables next pc, next nrcvd0, and next nrcvd1 that are used to
perform a process step.
An initial process state is chosen non-deterministically in lines 12–13.
A single process step is encoded as an atomic block in lines 14–31, which cor-

responds to an indivisible receive-compute-send step. In lines 15–18, a process
possibly receives new messages: by invoking havoc(x), we forget the contents of a
variable x, and by writing assume(e), we restrict the variable values to those that
satisfy a logical expression e. Note that the statements havoc and assume do not
belong to the standard Promela; they belong to parametric Promela and are
inspired by the similar statements in Boogie [2]. Lines 20–27 encode the computa-
tions that can be found in pseudo-code in Figure 1. Like in Promela, a process
non-deterministically picks an option of the form “:: guard -> actions”, if
guard evaluates to true, and executes actions.

To specify temporal properties, we first define atomic propositions in lines 34–
38. The keywords some and all correspond to existential and universal quantifi-
cation over the processes; they belong to parametric Promela. In lines 40–43,
define LTL formulas that capture the properties of consensus (cf. Section 2).

Promela code in Figure 3 models the informal pseudo code of Näıve Voting.
Note that the manual translation from pseudo code is straightforward, except for
one thing: It may seem more honest to maintain sets of sent and received mes-
sages, instead of storing only integer message counters such as nrcvd0 and nsnt0.
It has been proven that modeling with sets is equivalent (bisimilar) to modeling
with message counters [14]. Obviously, modeling with message counters produces
smaller transition systems (cf. [9]).

3.2 Threshold Automata

Our code in parametric Promela has several features: (i) each atomic step
is encoded as an imperative sequence of statements, (ii) and the processes ex-
plicitly store the number of received messages in local variables such as nrcvd0
and nrcvd1. One can argue that this level of detail is not necessary, and it makes
the verification problem harder. Threshold automata are a more abstract model
for threshold-guarded fault-tolerant distributed algorithms [11], as they enable
guarded transitions as soon as sufficiently many messages have been sent. In-
tuitively, the reception variables nrcvd0 and nrcvd1 are bypassed by such mod-
eling. In this section, we introduce threshold automata in a way that explains
how automata capture local transitions of individual processes. The semantics
of threshold automata are then defined via counter systems in Section 4 that
model runs of collections of processes, that is, distributed computations.

We model Näıve Voting with the threshold automaton shown in Figure 2. Its
code in the .ta input format of ByMC is shown in Figure 4. We are running
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1 thresholdAutomaton Proc {
2 local pc; /∗ control locations:
3 in V0 and V1, initialized with 0 and 1 resp.,
4 in D0 and D1, decided on 0 and 1 resp., in SE, sent the initial value ∗/
5 shared nsnt0, nsnt1; /∗ the number of 0s and 1s sent by the correct processes ∗/
6 parameters N, T, F; /∗ parameter variables ∗/
7 assumptions (0) { N > 3 ∗ T; T >= F; T >= 1; } /∗ resilience condition ∗/
8 locations (0) { locV0: [0]; locV1: [1]; locSE: [2]; locD0: [3]; locD1: [4];}// local states
9 inits (0) { /∗ initial constraints ∗/

10 (locV0 + locV1) == N − F; locSE == 0; locD0 == 0; locD1 == 0;
11 nsnt0 == 0; nsnt1 == 0;
12 }
13 rules (0) { /∗ a set of rules ∗/
14 /∗ send message 0 (resp. 1) when initialized with value 1 (resp. 1) ∗/
15 0: locV0 −> locSE when (true) do { nsnt0’ == nsnt0 + 1; nsnt1’ == nsnt1; };
16 1: locV1 −> locSE when (true) do { nsnt0’ == nsnt0; nsnt1’ == nsnt1 + 1; };
17 2: locSE −> locD0 /∗ decide on value 0 ∗/
18 when (2 ∗ (nsnt0 + F) >= N + 1) do { unchanged(nsnt0, nsnt1); };
19 3: locSE −> locD1 /∗ decide on value 1 ∗/
20 when (2 ∗ (nsnt1 + F) >= N + 1) do { unchanged(nsnt0, nsnt1); };
21 /∗ self loops ∗/
22 4: locSE −> locSE when (true) do { unchanged(nsnt0, nsnt1); };
23 5: locD0 −> locD0 when (true) do { unchanged(nsnt0, nsnt1); };
24 6: locD1 −> locD1 when (true) do { unchanged(nsnt0, nsnt1); };
25 }
26 specifications (0) { /∗ LTL formulas ∗/
27 agreement: [](locD0 == 0 || locD1 == 0);
28 validity0: <>(locD0 != 0) −> locV0 != 0;
29 validity1: <>(locD1 != 0) −> locV1 != 0;
30 termination:
31 <>[](locV0 == 0 && locV1 == 0 && (2 ∗ nsnt0 < N + 1 || locSE == 0)
32 && (2 ∗ nsnt1 < N + 1 || locSE == 0))
33 −> <>(locD0 != 0 || locD1 != 0);
34 }
35 } /∗ Proc ∗/

Fig. 4. A threshold automaton for Näıve Voting in the .ta format
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n− f instances of the threshold automaton; each instance is modelling a correct
process. The automata operate on shared variables such as nsnt0 and nsnt1, which
can be only incremented. A threshold automaton resides in a local state from a
finite set L, e.g., in our example, L = {V0,V1,SE,D0,D1}. A rule (corresponding
to an edge in Figure 2) can move an automaton from one local state to another,
provided that the shared variables in the current global state satisfy the rule’s
threshold guard, e.g., 2·(nsnt0+f) ≥ n+1. If a rule is labeled with an increment of
a shared variable, e.g., nsnt0++, then the shared variable is updated accordingly.

4 Theoretical Background

4.1 System

We assume fixed three finite sets: the set L contains the local states, the set Γ
contains the shared variables that range over non-negative integers, and the
set Π contains the parameters that range over non-negative integers.

Configurations Σ and I. A configuration is a vector σ = (κ,g,p), where σ.κ is
a vector of counter values, σ.g is a vector of shared variable values, and σ.p = p
is a vector of parameter values. In σ.κ we store for each local state `, how many
processes are in this state. All values are non-negative integers. In every initial
configuration global variables have value zero, and all “modelled” processes are
in initial locations. If specifications do not limit the behavior of faulty processes
(which is typically the case with Byzantine faults), we only model the correct
processes explicitly, while the impact of faulty processes is modelled as non-
determinism in the environment.

Threshold Guards are defined according to the following grammar:

Guard ::= Int · Shared ≥ LinForm | Int · Shared < LinForm
LinForm ::= Int | Int · Param | Int · Param + LinForm
Shared ::= 〈a variable from Γ 〉
Param ::= 〈a variable from Π〉
Int ::= 〈an integer〉

Transition relation R. A transition is a pair t = (rule, factor) of a rule of the
TA and a non-negative integer called the acceleration factor, or just factor for
short. If the factor is always 1, this corresponds that at each step exactly one
processes takes a step, that is, interleaving semantics. Having factors greater
than 1 permits a specific form of acceleration where an arbitrary number of
processes that are ready to execute a rule can do that at the same time.

Transition t is applicable (or enabled) in configuration σ, if the guard of t.rule
evaluates to true, and σ.κ[t.from] ≥ t.factor . Configuration σ′ is the result of
applying the enabled transition t to σ, and write σ′ = t(σ), if
– σ′.g = σ.g + t.factor · t.u and σ′.p = σ.p
– if t.from 6= t.to then
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ψ ::= pform | Gψ | Fψ | ψ ∧ ψ
pform ::= cform | gform ∨ cform

cform ::=
∨

`∈Locs

κ[`] 6= 0 |
∧

`∈Locs

κ[`] = 0 | cform ∧ cform

gform ::= guard | ¬gform | gform ∧ gform

Table 1. The syntax of ELTLFT-formulas [10]: pform defines propositional formulas,
and ψ defines temporal formulas. We assume that Locs ⊆ L and guard ∈ Φrise ∪ Φfall.

• σ′.κ[t.from] = σ.κ[t.from]− t.factor ,
• σ′.κ[t.to] = σ.κ[t.to] + t.factor , and
• ∀` ∈ L \ {t.from, t.to} it holds that σ′.κ[`] = σ.κ[`]

– if t.from = t.to then σ′.κ = σ.κ
Finally, the transition relation R ⊆ Σ × Σ of the counter system is defined

as follows: (σ, σ′) ∈ R iff there is a rule r ∈ R and a factor k ∈ N0 such that
σ′ = t(σ) for t = (r, k).

Observe that configurations, transitions, guard, etc. can be encoded in linear
integer arithmetic.

4.2 Safety and liveness specifications

Using counter systems, we can also easily express the temporal properties, e.g.,
those of Näıve Voting. To this end, for every local state ` ∈ L, we introduce a
proposition “κ` = 0”, which tests that there are no processes in `. Since threshold
automata do not explicitly track received messages, the assumption of reliable
communication is modeled as a fairness assumption over local states and actions.
The following formula captures the required fairness, that is, (i) eventually all
processes leave their initial state V0 or V1, and (ii) if threshold guards become
true, then eventually all processes fire the corresponding rules and thus evacuate
the local state SE (the latter implication is written as disjunction):

F G
(
κV0 = 0 ∧ κV1 = 0

∧ (2 · nsnt0 < n+ 1 ∨ κSE = 0) ∧ (2 · nsnt1 < n+ 1 ∨ κSE = 0)
)

(RC)

Agreement (A), Validity (V), and Termination (T) can be written as follows:

G (κD0 = 0 ∨ κD1 = 0) (A)

F (κD0 6= 0)→ κV0 6= 0 ∧ F (κD1 6= 0)→ κV1 6= 0 (V)

RC → F (κV0 = 0 ∧ κV1 = 0 ∧ κSE = 0) (T)

In [12], we have introduced a bounded model checking technique with SMT
that checks reachability in counter systems of threshold automata for all combi-
nations of the parameters. We proved that if a configuration is reachable, then
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there is a short schedule that reaches this configuration. As a result, bounded
model checking is a complete method for reachability checking in our case. In [10],
this technique was extended to ELTLFT — a fragment of ELTL(F,G), which al-
lows us to verify safety and liveness of counter systems of threshold automata.
The syntax of ELTLFT is given in Table 1. We use this logic to express counterex-
amples, that is, negations of the safety and liveness specifications from above.

For instance, the negation of agreement and termination in Equations (A)
and (T) fit into ELTLFT, and can be written as follows:

F (κD0 6= 0 ∧ κD1 6= 0) (NA)

RC ∧ G (κV0 6= 0 ∨ κV1 6= 0 ∨ κSE 6= 0) (NT)

Technically, the negation of the formula for validity given in Equation (V)
does not belong to the fragment ELTLFT. However, it can be easily rewritten as
two formulas, for the values of i equal to 0 and 1:

F (κDi 6= 0) ∧ κVi = 0 (NVi)

5 Parameterized model checking by schema enumeration

Our verification technique consists of the following steps: From the ELTLFT speci-
fications, our tool enumerates all shapes counterexamples can have. Each of these
shapes is encoded as an SMT query, and using SMT solvers, our tool checks for
each shape, whether there exists a run of the system that has this shape. Such
a run would then be a witness to the violation of a specification.

Consider the agreement property (A) of Näıve Voting. A counterexample is
a run of the system that starts in an initial state and satisfies its negation:

F (κD0 6= 0 ∧ κD1 6= 0)

Each counterexample thus (i) satisfies the constraints for initial states, and
(ii) is a sequence of applicable transitions, that (iii) end up in a state where
(κD0 6= 0 ∧ κD1 6= 0) holds. Indeed checking (A) boils down to checking reach-
ability of a state that satisfies (κD0 6= 0 ∧ κD1 6= 0). Our technique from [12]
enumerates all shapes of such counterexamples.

The central notion is a simple schema:

{pre}r∗1 , . . . , r∗k{post}

where pre, post ⊆ are contraints that encode evaluation of guards, and con-
straints on the counters (e.g., κD0 6= 0). Thus, the schema captures that pre
holds, then some transitions with rules r∗1 , . . . , r

∗
k are ececuted to reach a state

where post holds. We denote a simple schema by S. A schema is then a concate-
nation of simple schemas S1, S2, . . . Sk, for some k.
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For our example, the technique from [12] would generate among others, a
schema like the following

S1, S2, S3 =

{κV0 + κV1 = n}r∗1 , . . . , r∗4
{2 · (nsnt0 + f) ≥ n+ 1}r∗1 , . . . , r∗4

{(2 · (nsnt0 + f) ≥ n+ 1), (2 · (nsnt1 + f) ≥ n+ 1)}r∗1 , . . . , r∗4
{(2 · (nsnt0 + f) ≥ n+ 1), (2 · (nsnt1 + f) ≥ n+ 1), (κD0 6= 0 ∧ κD1 6= 0)}

that is, initially, all of the n processes are in the initial locations V0 and V1, then
after application of some rules one of the threshold guards becomes true, then
after another application of some rules both guards are true and finally a bad
state is reached. The SMT solver now has to find whether an executions exists
that has that form. This is done by replacing each Kleene star by a distinct
variable that encodes how often a rule r is applied.

A different schema can be obtained by changing the order in which the two
threshold guards become true. In general each possible order generates a different
schema. The number of different schemas to be checked is factorial in the number
of guards [12]. As our benchmarks have only a small number of guards, the
number of calls to the SMT solver is still practical.

5.1 Checking a single lasso schema with SMT

In [10] we prove that for our counter systems, a counterexample to a liveness
specification has lasso shape, that is:

S1 . . . Sk(Sk+1 . . . Sk+m)ω

In this way we obtain a finite representation of an infinite execution, which
again can be checked with an SMT solver.

Thus, our tool generates multiple schemas: for each safety or liveness spec-
ification, a different schema is obtained by changing the order in which the
threshold guards become true. A detailed algorithm for constructing schemas is
presented in [10][Fig. 10]. In a nutshell, the algorithm constructs a graph that
represents the partial order on when propositions and threshold guards evaluate
to true in an execution, e.g., the one in Figure 5. Each linear extension of this
partial order then defines a sequence on which propositions and guards become
true. Two neighboring elements in the sequence are the pre and post of a simple
schema; the concatenation of all these simple schemas is the schema our tool
checks for satisfiability.

Our tool encodes each schema in SMT and then calls a back-end solver
in order to check whether the schema generates a counterexample. In [10], we
explained the SMT encoding. As the schemas are independent, these checks can
be done in parallel. We have implemented and exploited this feature in [15]. As
[15] was concerned with synthesis, we did not discuss the effects of parallelization
there. In the following we discuss and compare the sequential and the parallel
approaches.
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loopstart loopend

[κD0 6= 0]

[κV0 = 0]

[2(nsnt0 + f) ≥ n+ 1]

Fig. 5. The graph constructed from the automata guards and formula (NV0)

Sequential schema enumeration. In the sequential mode, the schemas are simply
checked one-by-one until either a counterexample is found, or all schemas have
been enumerated and no counterexample has been found. (Detailed pseudo-code
of the function check one order can be found in Figure 10 of [10].)

1 for each linear order � of graph G {
2 if check one order(TA, ϕ, G, �) = witness(SMT model)
3 report SMT model as a counterexample
4 }
5 report specification holds

Parallel schema enumeration. In the MPI mode, the tool runs as a system of N
processes, one per CPU; the physical arrangement of the CPUs depends on the
cluster configuration. Every process is assigned a unique value rank from 0 to
N −1: The process with rank = 0 is the master, whereas the other processes are
the workers. Every process is enumerating the schemas as in the sequential mode
but checks a schema only if the schema’s sequence number i matches the rule:
(i mod N) = rank . In order to terminate quickly when one process has found
a bug, the workers asynchronously communicate with the master. After leaving
the loop, the workers communicate with the master to deliver a counterexample,
if one was found. For presentation, we assume that the master can send to and
receive messages from itself.

1 i := 0; found := false
2 for each linear order � of graph G {
3 if rank = i and check one order(TA, ϕ, G, �) = witness(SMT model)
4 found := true
5 send BUG to master // notify the master
6 if received BUG from any
7 if rank = master { send BUG to all } // notify the workers
8 break
9 i := i + 1

10 }
11 results = gather found master // the workers send their ’found’ flags to the master
12 if rank = master {
13 if ∃w : results[w] = true
14 send WITNESS<w> to all // pick one counterexample and declare it a witness
15 if w = master report SMT model as a counterexample
16 else { receive CEX<model> from w; report model as a counterexample }
17 else { send WITNESS<⊥> to all; report specification holds }
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18 } else {
19 receive WITNESS<w> from master
20 if w = rank { send CEX<SMT model> to master } // I am the witness
21 } // finish and clean up stale MPI messages on exit

6 Benchmarks and Experiments

Byzantine model checker is written in OCaml. Its source code and the virtual
machines are available from the tool web page 4. For the experiments conducted
in this paper, we used Z3 4.6.0 [4] as a back-end SMT solver, which was linked
to ByMC via Z3 OCaml bindings.

In earlier work [9], we encoded our benchmarks in Parametric Promela, using
a shared variable to record the number of processes that have sent a message,
and using for each process a local variable that records how many messages a
process received. For this modeling we presented a data abstraction and counter
abstraction in [8]. To compare later verification techniques with these initial
results, we kept that encoding, although the newer techniques rest on a more
abstract model of threshold automata, which have finitely many local states.

The threshold automata constructed by data abstraction are significantly
larger than threshold automata constructed by a human expert. To see the in-
fluence of these modeling decisions on the verification results, we manually en-
coded our benchmarks as threshold automata. These benchmarks are available
from our benchmark repository 5. Table 2 compares the size of the threshold au-
tomata that are: (1) produced automatically by abstraction and (2) hand-coded.
The essential features of the automata are: the number of local states |L|, the
number of rules |R|, and the numbers of the guards |Φrise| and |Φfall|, that is,
the guards of the form x ≥ . . . and x < . . . respectively. Moreover, due to data
abstraction, we had to consider several cases that differ in the order between the
thresholds. They are mentioned in the column “Case”.

Table 2 shows the verification results for benchmarks in Promela as well as
threshold automata. We ran the sequential schema enumeration (SEQ, [10]) and
the parallel schema checking technique (MPI) that is presented in this paper. The
parallel experiments were run at Vienna Scientific Cluster using 256 CPU cores.
For each benchmark, we picked the most challenging specifications — many of
them are liveness properties — and show experimental results for them. (Need-
less to say, we did not run the MPI technique on the benchmarks that could
be enumerated with the sequential technique in seconds.) Two columns show
the essential features of the enumerated schemas: “number” displays the total
number of explored schemas, and “length avg” displays the average length of
schemas. For both techniques, we report the computation times and maximal
memory usage during a run. For the MPI experiments, we report the average
time per CPU core (column “MPI avg”) as well as the maximum time per CPU
core (column “MPI max”). The deviation from the average case is negligible.

4 http://forsyte.at/software/bymc
5 https://github.com/konnov/fault-tolerant-benchmarks/tree/master/isola18
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Table 2. The experiments with the sequential (SEQ) and parallel (MPI) techniques
on two kinds of inputs: Promela (white rows) and threshold automata (gray rows).
The sequential experiments were run with GNU parallel [23] at AMD OpteronR© 6272,
32 cores, 192 GB. The MPI benchmarks were run at Vienna Scientific Cluster 3 using
16 nodes × 16 cores (256 processes). The symbol “�” indicates timeout of 24 hours.

# Input Case Threshold Schemas Time, seconds Mem, GB

Automaton length SEQ MPI SEQ MPI

FTDA (if more than one) |L| |R| |Φrise| |Φfall| number avg avg max avg

1 frb - 7 14 1 0 5 34 1 - - 0.1 -

2 frb hand-coded TA 4 9 1 1 70 38 1 - - 0.1 -

3 strb - 7 21 3 0 18 72 1 - - 0.1 -

4 strb hand-coded TA 4 8 2 0 38 22 1 - - 0.1 -

5 nbacg - 24 64 4 0 90 243 6 - - 0.1 -

6 nbacg hand-coded TA 8 16 0 1 5 54 1 - - 0.1 -

7 nbacr - 77 1031 6 0 517 2489 523 - - 0.7 -

8 nbacr hand-coded TA 7 16 0 1 18 63 1 - - 0.1 -

9 aba n+t
2 = 2t+ 1 37 202 6 0 1172 850 659 12 13 1.0 0.2

10 aba n+t
2 > 2t+ 1 61 425 8 0 5204 2112 53992 1440 1442 7.2 0.6

11 aba hand-coded TA 5 10 2 2 542 57 14 - - 0.1 -

12 cbc bn2 c < n− t ∧ f = 0 164 2064 0 0 2 8168 1603 290 290 9.3 0.2

13 cbc bn2 c = n− t ∧ f = 0 73 470 0 0 2 1790 27 9 9 0.6 0.1

14 cbc bn2 c < n− t ∧ f > 0 165 2072 0 1 4 10213 10024 4943 4943 18.8 0.5

15 cbc bn2 c = n− t ∧ f > 0 74 476 0 1 4 2258 273 47 47 1.5 0.1

16 cbc hand-coded TA 7 14 0 1 5 56 1 - - 0.1 -

17 cf1s f = 0 41 280 4 0 90 770 45 5 8 0.2 0.1

18 cf1s f = 1 41 280 4 1 523 787 257 6 6 0.4 0.1

19 cf1s f > 1 68 696 6 1 3429 2132 10346 29 29 3.8 0.2

20 cf1s hand-coded TA 9 26 3 3 13700 122 687 6 8 2.1 0.1

21 c1cs f = 0 101 1285 8 0 251 460 331 38 38 0.8 0.1

22 c1cs f = 1 70 650 6 1 448 303 239 11 11 0.4 0.1

23 c1cs f > 1 101 1333 8 1 2100 404 1865 89 89 1.3 0.4

24 c1cs hand-coded TA 9 30 7 3 3.2 · 106 ≈ 400 � 979 981 17.3 1.6

25 bosco bn+3t
2 c+ 1 = n− t 28 152 6 0 20 423 4 3 4 0.1 0.1

26 bosco bn+3t
2 c+ 1 > n− t 40 242 8 0 70 1038 29 6 6 0.2 0.1

27 bosco bn+3t
2 c+ 1 < n− t 32 188 6 0 20 476 4 4 4 0.1 0.1

28 bosco n > 5t ∧ f = 0 82 1372 12 0 3431 27 265 35 35 0.3 0.4

29 bosco n > 7t 90 1744 12 0 3431 179 1325 52 52 1.0 0.6

30 bosco hand-coded TA 8 20 3 4 3429 43 82 4 4 0.2 0.1
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As expected, the hand-coded benchmarks are usually verified much faster.
Interestingly, the manually constructed threshold automaton for one-step con-
sensus (c1cs [3]) has more threshold guards than the abstract one: We had to
more accurately encode algorithm’s decisions, crash faults, and fairness. The se-
quential technique times out on this benchmark. The parallel technique takes
about seven times longer than with the automatic abstraction.

The parallel technique benefits from running on multiple cores, though the
actual gains from parallelism depend on the benchmark. As in our experiments
the verification times of a single schema negligibly deviate from the average case,
the uniform distribution of schemas among the nodes seems sufficient. However,
one can construct threshold automata that produce schemas whose verification
times significantly vary from each other. We conjecture that an implementation
with a dynamic balancer would make better use of cluster resources.

7 Conclusions

We presented our tool ByMC, and compared its sequential verification imple-
mentation to its parallel one. Moreover, by experimental evaluation we showed
that manual abstractions give us threshold automata that can be verified signif-
icantly faster than those that result from automatic abstraction.

We observe that the sizes of the manually constructed threshold automata
are not significantly larger than the (manually crafted) models of round-based
distributed consensus presented in [17]. In their theory, threshold-guarded ex-
pressions also play a central role. Our gains in efficiency in this paper—due to
manual encodings—show that the discrepancy was a result of automatic abstrac-
tion and not of the technique that uses threshold automata as its input.

We needed from one to three hours per benchmark to specify and debug a
threshold automaton, while it usually took us less than 30 minutes to specify the
same benchmark in Parametric Promela. The most difficult part of the encod-
ing with threshold automata was to faithfully express fairness constraints over
shared variables and process counters. In case of Parametric Promela, fairness
constraints were much easier to write, as one could refer to the shared and local
variables, which count the number of sent and received messages respectively.

Acknowledgments. We are grateful to our past and present collaborators Annu
Gmeiner, Marijana Lazić, Ulrich Schmid, and Helmut Veith, who contributed to
many of the described ideas that are now implemented in ByMC.
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